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The Big Book of NLP, Expanded: 350+ Techniques, Patterns & Strategies of Neuro Linguistic ProgrammingInner Patch Publishing, 2010

	
		"A short NLP seminar will cost you at least $4,500. In this book you invest less than $0.25 per NLP technique, that can literally change your life. That's a bargain!" --Thomas Landmark, Revolucni NLP

	

	828 pages of practical NLP.


	At...
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Machine Learning with AWS: Explore the power of cloud services for your machine learning and artificial intelligence projectsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Use artificial intelligence and machine learning on AWS to create engaging applications

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore popular AI and ML services with their underlying algorithms
	
			Use the AWS environment to manage your AI workflow
	
			Reinforce key concepts with hands-on...
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Deep Learning Essentials: Your hands-on guide to the fundamentals of deep learning and neural network modelingPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Get to grips with the essentials of deep learning by leveraging the power of Python

	
		Key Features

		
			Your one-stop solution to get started with the essentials of deep learning and neural network modeling
	
			Train different kinds of neural networks to tackle various problems in...
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Practical Machine Learning with Rust: Creating Intelligent Applications in RustApress, 2019

	
		Explore machine learning in Rust and learn about the intricacies of creating machine learning applications. This book begins by covering the important concepts of machine learning such as supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning, and the basics of Rust. Further, you’ll dive into the more specific fields of machine...
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Getting Started with Google BERT: Build and train state-of-the-art natural language processing models using BERTPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Kickstart your NLP journey by exploring BERT and its variants such as ALBERT, RoBERTa, DistilBERT, VideoBERT, and more with Hugging Face's transformers library

	
		Key Features

		
			Explore the encoder and decoder of the transformer model
	
			Become well-versed with BERT along with...
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Artificial Intelligence Basics: A Non-Technical IntroductionApress, 2019

	
		Artificial intelligence touches nearly every part of your day. While you may initially assume that technology such as smart speakers and digital assistants are the extent of it, AI has in fact rapidly become a general-purpose technology, reverberating across industries including transportation, healthcare, financial services, and...
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Hands-On Natural Language Processing with Python: A practical guide to applying deep learning architectures to your NLP applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Foster your NLP applications with the help of deep learning, NLTK, and TensorFlow

	
		Key Features

		
			Weave neural networks into linguistic applications across various platforms
	
			Perform NLP tasks and train its models using NLTK and TensorFlow
	
			Boost your NLP...
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Natural Language Processing Recipes: Unlocking Text Data with Machine Learning and Deep Learning using PythonApress, 2019

	
		
			
				
					
						
							Implement natural language processing applications with Python using a problem-solution approach. This book has numerous coding exercises that will help you to quickly deploy natural language processing techniques, such as text classification, parts of speech identification,...
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Machine Learning in Java: Helpful techniques to design, build, and deploy powerful machine learning applications in Java, 2nd EditionPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		Leverage the power of Java and its associated machine learning libraries to build powerful predictive models

	
		Key Features

		
			Solve predictive modeling problems using the most popular machine learning Java libraries
	
			Explore data processing, machine learning, and NLP concepts...
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2nd EAI International Conference on Big Data Innovation for Sustainable Cognitive Computing: BDCC 2019 (EAI/Springer Innovations in Communication and Computing)Springer, 2020

	
		This proceeding features papers discussing big data innovation for sustainable cognitive computing. The papers feature details on cognitive computing and its self-learning systems that use data mining, pattern recognition and natural language processing (NLP) to mirror the way the human brain works. This international conference...
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Frogs into Princes: Neuro Linguistic ProgrammingReal People, 1979

	NLP is an explicit and powerful model of human experience and communication. Using the principles of NLP it is possible to describe any human activity in a detailed way that allows you to make many deep and lasting changes quickly and easily. A few specific examples of things you can learn to accomplish are: (1) cure phobias and other...
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Neuro-linguistic Programming For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	Learn how to apply NLP to fine-tune life skills, build rapport, enhance communication, and become more persuasive


	One of the most exciting psychological techniques in use today, neuro-linguistic programming helps you model yourself on those-or, more accurately, the thought processes of those-who are stellar in their fields....
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